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If a terrorist group threatened a nuclear attack tomorrow in your home town, would you be able to
get your family to safety tonight?If you’re like most people who are unprepared, your answer is
"no."Hang with me for the next 7-minutes.I want to give you access to a step-by-step blueprint.A
blueprint that will get you and your family prepared to survive a Nuclear Attack.Regardless of what
they tell you in the media, you can survive a nuclear attack.I’ll prove it to you when I give you access
to my Nuclear Survival Blueprint.It’s a video series that shows you all you need to do to prepare and
survive a nuclear attack.In case you’re wondering who the heck I am…My name is Jay
Christian.Don’t bother looking me up in Google.I’m not some celebrity disaster relief specialist
ordained by the Liberal media.I’m in the trenches preparing and teaching others how to prepare for
disasters.And, today I want to give you access to my video series.A video series that shows you how
to prepare and survive a nuclear attack.Preparing to survive a nuclear attack isn’t like preparing for
a hurricane or tornado or flood.So any information you have now about surviving these natural
disasters, won’t prepare you for surviving a nuclear attack.A nuclear attack requires that you have
food, water, self-defense, medical and shelter prepared for a 2-4 week period.A nuclear attack
means you must be ready to survive for a period of time.Are you ready to survive in a shelter you
created for a 2-4 week period?Squirreling away some canned foods, a few gallons of water and a
generator isn’t going to help you survive a nuclear attack.This is why I want to give you my 8 video
series program, Nuclear Survival Blueprint.How to Prepare For a Nuclear Attack So You Live To
Talk About It.In this survival system, I discuss the following:This section is critical because there are
too many myths about nuclear attacks.These myths prevent people like you from preparing for the
blast because you think you can’t survive anyway.Don’t let the Liberal media and Liberal Hollywood

movies fool you into thinking you can’t survive a nuclear blast.You can survive to talk about it later,
while the liberals in Hollywood and in the media perish.This is your biggest survival tool.Build it and
you and your family live.If you don’t, then you may not live.Your fallout shelter doesn’t have to be
elaborate.It must be underground.I show you how to build it and what tools you can get from
Amazon and Home Depot to buil[…]
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Nuclear Attack Survival Vsl = High Conversions. In This Political Environment The Threat Of A
Nuclear Attack Is Real. People Know This And Want To Prepare To Survive. 75% Commission. Jvs
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